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Lackwerke Peters GmbH + Co KG takes on two new recruits for application technology department

In order to cope with the strongly increasing demand not only for the ELPEMER® solder resists, without reducing the well-known good and fast technical service, Lackwerke Peters GmbH + Co KG has substantially increased the number of its staff.

Owing to the acquisition of a large and well-known printed circuit board manufacturer in Germany who is currently gradually changing over to ELPEMER® GL 2469 SM-HF and the screen printing version ELPEMER® SD 2469 SM-HF and in one plant to ELPEMER® SD 2467, Lackwerke Peters is blossoming into the market leader for photoimageable solder resists in Germany this year.

Since February 1, 2007 Mr. Christoph Münz, diploma-holding chemical engineer (FH) from Bonn, has been acquainting himself with the always interesting and exciting but also highly specialised field. The company will greatly benefit from his knowledge of the French language that will not only assist in the growing market in France, but also in some rising North-East African countries such as Tunisia and Morocco where French is quite popular.

Ms. Antje Thimm has joined the team on March 5. She graduated in chemistry at Düsseldorf university and besides German and English also speaks Russian which will facilitate personal communication in several countries in Eastern Europe, although people there mostly have a very good command of English and German.

With these new additions to the team Lackwerke Peters shall continue to attack the market - on account of a variety of indicators the prospects of success are promising.
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